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US Marine Reserve Shane Donovan dealt with a lot of harsh realities while being deployed, but it was almost
a welcome relief to be away from Krista Saunders. She'd been an annoyance since they were kids, and
becoming a business partner in the Apple Basket market store with his mother only keeps her underfoot, and
in his way--especially when the two women think his love life the amusing topic of date.

From the safety of her status as the one woman he'd never look twice at, Krista has mocked and tortured
Shane with every start and end of his brief relationships. But calling him selfish was a lot easier before he
became a Marine and was deployed for a year overseas. Now Shane's back, and old annoyances don't seem
so annoying anymore. In fact, they seem downright sexy.
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From Reader Review A Hero for Tonight for online ebook

Steph says

Nice romantic read, but a little hotter than most romances. It took me a while to warm up to Krista and so the
beginning felt a little slow.

Teena says

sweet story.

Julianna says

I liked this book overall. there were a couple of things that i didn't get - the engagement after only about a
month of 'dating' and two of those weeks they weren't talking seemed a little quick. but overall i liked it.

Leanne Davis says

Fast moving read about Shane and Krista who grew up together but their relationship is characterized by
irritating and annoying each other until one night when a new chemistry sparks between that takes them by
surprise. I loved their interactions and laughed out loud a few times. This was a fun read that is well written
and I totally enjoyed every minute of.

Book worm Ash says

I enjoyed reading this book as the tension between the two main characters is great-at times I wanted to reach
inside my kindle and shake them! If you enjoy a funny, tense, will they/ won't they romance, you'll definitely
like this!

Diane says

Just ok

It was just ok. Didn't like how the two characters are written. He is not likable and she doesn't have a mind of
her own. He is a bully and wants her to give up here dreams. Being in the military really has nothing to do
with the book.



Jane says

The mothers of Shane Donovan and Krista Saunders were best friends and they grew up together but always
seemed to rub each other the wrong way. The back and forth banter between the characters was humorous
and a good background to set up a plot for them to find romance. From the title you can tell that Shane
became A Hero for Tonight for Kirsta but how they came to that ending was a wonderful story that I enjoyed
and recommend to romance lovers with a strong military hero.

Gina Marcantonio says

This was a quick read.

It was funny reading the banter between Krista & Shane. The insults were like two siblings arguing instead
of two adults, so you knew from the beginning where this was going…
It’s a cute love story.

I enjoyed this book EXCEPT for the fact that Mary, Shane’s mother, is portrayed like she is “old”. Shane
makes the statement “she forgets she isn’t young anymore. At forty-five, she needs to take better care of
herself.” WHAT??? I had to look at the copyright date. I thought I was reading an outdated book. Imagine
my surprise when I saw it was released in 2013!!!!! When did 45 become old??

Jen_C says

Needed an epilogue!

Sarah says

Sweet and funny romance and just what i needed.

No major dramas, angst, paranormal creatures or wild monkey sex with multiple partners. Just a good old
fashioned quick romance. Thank you very much. Will defo be looking forward to more stories from this
author.

Wendy says

what a cute book!! I love the premise of two people that have grown up together and had all that animosity
that really was passion and love buried in routine.
Good sexy scenes, cute story!! AND FREE! great read for free



Lyma S. Stalans says

The kind of read to leave you knowing there is real stories to be had and a hero waiting to provide it.

The warmth and love set forth by Roni Adams in this read tunes you into real life, makes you feel like you
"came home" you are absorbed you right into the warmth and depth of a very hot romance with a wonderful
story a real two for one.

KJ says

4.5* quick funny, hottish and sweet read :)

Emma says

3.5 stars

A great little freebie I picked up from amazon the story was good and the characters were very likeable it
was an enjoyable quick read for me.


